OUR MISSION IS SIMPLE

CHARITABLE
Connecting our members with the most high-integrity charities to perform "random acts of kindness".

CULTURAL
Pushing for fair representation of Asians in print, online, movies and television, ending negative stereotypes.

POLITICAL
Pushing for more Asian Americans in government, furthering our family and pro-business values.
AIB2B was part of the successful defeat of Prop 16 in California and to work with organizations around the country to fight racial discrimination in college admissions, public sector hiring and contracting.

Now with a conservative supreme court majority, we are in the midst of witnessing some major changes to end racism once and for all. Especially on a systemic level.

Thank you Joy Chen for your continued dedication to the cause and for interfacing with partners like Tony Guan of Equal Rights For All PAC up in Northern California.
HISTORIC SUPREME COURT HARVARD DECISION
WASHINGTON, DC
On October 8, AIB members gathered at Santa Claus Inc in San Bernardino who has one of our preferred charities since our organization began.

Volunteers organized and sorted thousands of items donated by well known clothing companies and toy stores to eventually give to children who come from families below the poverty line for Christmas.

Big thank you to everyone who came out to give back!

To learn more Santa Claus Inc, please visit santaclausinc.com
On October 22, dozens of alternative education resources gathered in Yucaipa to present supplementary education organizations to the public.

It was a slightly smaller one than the education fairs we have held in the past because we highly scrutinized each organization that participated.

In attendance were churches, home schools, volunteer groups, and leadership institutes. We wanted to cater to not just the homeschool community.

The biggest hits were the petting zoo and bounce house which gave children of all ages a fun activity while their parents perused.
SJ Antonucci and Lany Indrawati collaborated to help bring awareness to all the great work Ontario is doing to make itself a destination and world class hub for business and imports/exports. Our mixer was very well attended and included our ambassador Jeffrey Mamora.
This year, Asian Industry B2B joined a statewide sign-on letter with other California organizations to urge members of the California Congressional delegation to take steps to reduce energy market volatility at a time of historic inflation. In particular, we addressed the issue of the EPA’s review of National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), which we are concerned may add to inflation and harm businesses and communities more than it helps.

Every five years, the EPA reviews NAAQS to determine what is an acceptable level of emissions and whether they need to be tightened. However, once NAAQS are updated, communities must pay for new equipment to improve air quality, which can be extremely costly for taxpayers. There is not much reason to believe that stricter NAAQ Standards are required in order to reduce domestic air pollution. Our air quality is the highest it has been in decades, and data says that US manufacturers have reduced emissions by nearly 80% over the past 50 years. This is cause for celebration and a sign our current regulations are working, not a reason for the government to increase costs and trigger new waves of regulation that will harm consumers and California...continued
small businesses. We are also concerned that unnecessarily tightening NAAQ Standards may slow domestic oil production and limit American energy independence.

We will continue to monitor this issue and communicate to our members of Congress that Washington must consider ways to reduce, instead of increase, everyday costs.

UPCOMING EVENTS

AIB2B 2022 ELECTION NIGHT
CELEBRATING "WE THE PEOPLE"
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 2022
7-11 PM
SAN GIORGIO WINERY
10013 8TH STREET, #W
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA, 91730
FREE ADMISSION WITH RSVP
ENJOY LIVE MUSIC, 2 BIG SCREEN TVs AND FELLOWSHIP AMONG LIKE MINDS
FREE BUT DONATIONS WELCOME TO BENEFIT THE SAN GIORGIO WINERY

ASIAN INDUSTRY B2B PRESENTS AT THE ETHOS FILM AWARDS
IN SANTA MONICA
A FILM SCREENING OF "A MILLION LOVES IN ME"
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 2022
3:00 PM
Laemmle Santa Monica
1332 2nd St
Santa Monica, CA 90401
UPCOMING EVENTS

ASIAN INDUSTRY B2B

LUNCH & MINGLE

RAW KITCHEN & CANTINA
WEDNESDAY NOVEMBER 30, 2022
11600 FOURTH ST #105
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
11-1 PM

MEET FELLOW MEMBERS AND MAKE NEW CONNECTIONS OVER GREAT FOOD. BRING BIZ CARDS AND AN ELEVATOR SPEECH!

ASIAN INDUSTRY B2B

VOLUNTEER FOR SANTA CLAUS INC

SAT 12/10/22
10 am

824 6TH ST #4509
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
Due to LA Port Congestion, trucker shortages and fuel charges continually increasing, Port Alliance would like to introduce our Truckload Secured Program. Please see our flyer and rate sheet.

The truckload space is limited and first come first serve. (100 ctr per month). If this program is good for your shipment, please book with us in advance so we can reserve the space for Xiamen Supertrans Logistics Co., Ltd. (Xiamen, Head Office).

Please note that we also service cold storage needs in the Pacific Southwest of California, Nevada, Arizona and the rest of the west coast by utilizing different sizes of equipment from 20' bobtails to reefer 53' trailers and a facility equipped with a large freezer, large cooler and a temperature-controlled loading area for storage and consolidation.

The truckload space is limited and first come first serve. (100 ctr per month). If this program is good for your shipment, please book with us in advance so we can reserve the space for Xiamen Supertrans Logistics Co., Ltd. (Xiamen, Head Office).

We also service cold storage needs in the Pacific Southwest of California, Nevada, Arizona and the rest of the west coast by utilizing different sizes of equipment from 20' bobtails to reefer 53' trailers and a facility equipped with a large freezer, large cooler and a temperature-controlled loading area for storage and consolidation.

Please contact Marc Ang at marc@aib2b.org if you are interested.
PORT ALLIANCE LOGISTICS INTERNATIONAL INC.
Over 20 years in the industry, Port Alliance Logistics services over 10,000 TEUS of global shipments annually.

PORT OF LOS ANGELES
The entrance for almost 40% of imported goods in the United States, port congestions and delays are expected to continue through 2022...

As the global shipping crisis continues, PORT ALLIANCE LOGISTICS has assembled an alliance of truck fleets specifically for the Port of Los Angeles to PICK-UP and DELIVER your shipments in the MOST TIMELY manner!

100 TRUCKLOADS PER MONTH ALLOCATION
CALL AND INQUIRE NOW!

PORT ALLIANCE LOGISTICS INTERNATIONAL INC.
20955 Pathfinder Rd, Suite 230 Diamond Bar, CA 91765, USA
ANTAO CHIEN
Tel.: +1 888 853 1357  Fax.: +1 888 835 4154
E-Mail: antao.chien@port-alliance.com
GENERAL LABOR TRABAJO

COLD ENVIRONMENT
1st Shift: 5AM-1:30PM; 5:30AM-2:00PM; 6AM-2:30PM; 8:30AM-5PM
Mid Shift: 11:00 AM-7:30PM; 12PM-8:00; 1PM-9:30PM

PICKER, PACKING, CUTTER

Application Hours
MONDAY- FRIDAY
at 9:00am to 3:00pm

1440 N HARBOR BLVD STE 615, FULLERTON CA 92835
IG: @Jobsource_Fullerton

APPLY NOW
657-253-1546
WWW.JOBSOURCE.COM